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PETROGENESIS, AS INDICATED BY THE SUDBURY STRUCTURE,
ONTARIO, CANADA
ABSTRACT
Recent investigations indicate the importance of meteorite impact as a proc-
ess which has operated throughout geologic time to produce numerous originally
circular structures as much as 50 km in diameter. One such structure, at Sud-
bury, Ontario, is associated with large volumes of internally-derived igneous
rock.
Geological and experimental studies have demonstrated that rocks sub-
jected to intense shock waves produced by hypervelocity meteorite impacts and
by nuclear or chemical explosions develop distinctive and unique shock-meta-
morphic features, including: (1) high-pressure minerals such as coesite and
stishovite; (2) high-strain-rate crystal-lattice deformation features such as
isotropic feldspar (maskelynite) and "planar features" (shock lamellae) in quartz;
(3) ultra-high-temperature reactions such as decomposition of zircon to baddele-
vite and melting of quartz to lechatelierite.
These petrographic features, currently regarded as unequivocal evidence for
meteorite impact, can be preserved and recognized even in very old and deeply
eroded structures. Such features have now been observed in more than 50
"crypto-explosion" structures ranging in size from 2 km to more than 60 km in
diameter.
The recent discovery of shock-metamorphic features in rocks of the Sud-
bury structure, Ontario, indicates that this old and complex structure was also
produced by a large meteorite impact. Petrographic shock effects are wide-
spread in inclusions of "basement" rock in the Onaping "tuff," a unit now re-
garded as a fallback breccia deposited in the original crater immediately after
impact. Similar shock effects also occur in the footwall rocks around the basin,
associated with shatter cones and unusual Sudbury-type breccias. Study of Sud-
bury specimens has established grades of progressive shock metamorphism
comparable to those recognized at younger impact structures (Brent, Ontario;
Ries basin, Germany).
v
Igneous activity associated with known meteorite impact structures takes
two forms:
(1) Direct production of impact melt. At many structures (e.g., Brent, On-
tario; Lake Mien, Sweden; Clearwater Lakes, Quebec), breecias containing
shock-metamorphic features occur with "sills" and "dikes" of fine- to medium-
grained crystalline igneous rock. Such units, previously regarded as internal
volcanic products, now appear to have been formed by complete fusion, injection,
and rapid crystallization of large volumes of target rock during the impact event.
(2) Emplacement of internally derived magma. The presence of the clearly
internally-derived Nickel Irruptive within the Sudbury basin indicates that large
meteorite impacts may also control the emplacement of internally-generated
magmas through "unroofing" or by the production of deeply-extending zones of
weakness below the crater.
The inferred development of the Sudbury structure was a complex process
involving: (1) impact of an asteroidal body approximately 2-4 km in diameter,
releasing 10 29 erg and forming a large (100-km) diameter crater with a central
uplift; (2) subsidence of the central uplift and simultaneous emplacement of the
Nickel Irruptive; (3) metamorphism, deformation, and erosion to its present
appearance. The post-impact history of the Sudbury structure thus corresponds
closely to that established for many ring-dike complexes and caldera subsidences.
Similar compound impact-igneous structures, in which internal igneous
activity is superimposed on a large impact crater, probably exist on both the
earth and the moon. Future examination of "roofed lopoliths" and "ring-dike
structures" for shock-metamorphic effects, combined with serious consideration
of the geophysical effects produced by large-energy meteorite impacts, will
be a productive field for cooperative studies by astrogeologists and igneous
petrologists.
a
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POSSIBLE RELATIONS BETWEEN METEORITE IMPACT AND IGNEOUS
PETROGENESIS, AS INDICATED BY THE SUDBURY STRUCTURE,
ONTARIO, CANADA
I. INTRODUCTION
The last ten years represent a period in the history of the geological
sciences in which geologists have become more aware of the earth, not as an
isolated individual planet, but as a member of a planetary system with which
it interacts. The most spectacular aspect of this trend has been the geologi-
cal interest in the manned and unmanned exploration of the moon and other
planetary bodies. Simultaneously, an increased consideration has been given
to the geological effects of extraterrestrial agencies on the earth itself.
One major result of this latter area of investigation has been the rapid
and amazing increase in regard for the effects of meteorite impact throughout
geologic time (French, 1968a; French and Short, 1968). Not long ago, meteo-
rite impacts were regarded as rare events whose only products were small
ephemeral structures less than 100,000 years old. The last ten years have
seen a combining of geological and experimental research on the effects of
meteorite impact to the extent that current tabulations (O'Connell, 1965; Free-
berg, 1966, 1969; Snort an y. Bunch, '.968) consider more than 50 structures
to have originated throug=h meteorite in-1pact. Some structures in this group,
such as Sudbury, Ontario, and Vredefort, South Africa, are more than 50 km
in diameter and nearly 2 billion years old, and have been the subjects of pro-
longed and extensive geological arguments about their origin.
This increased recognition of the effects of meteorite impact on the sur-
face of the earth is in perfect concordance with estimates of the possibilities
of meteorite and asteroidal impact on the earth that have been calculated from
astronomical data (e.g., Shoemaker et al., 1962). Such calculations indicate
that sufficient large impacts should have occurred in the past 2 billion years
to produce, on the present land areas of the earth, approximately 100,000
craters larger than Meteor Crater, Arizona, approximately 6,000 larger than
5 km in diameter, and about 20 the size of Sudbury or Vredefort. When the
effects of crater removal by erosion or burial are considered, astronomical and
geological data both support the present existence of perhaps several hundred
large impact craters on the land areas of the earth.
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In older meteorite craters, the easily destro yed meteorite frai;ments no
longer occur. The recent recognition of such structures has been based on
unique megascopic and microscopic deformational effects produced in the tar-
get rock by the intense shock waves generated by the hypervelocity l impacts
Of such la.ige meteorites. At the instant of impact, the kinetic encr;,'y of the
meteorite is converted into intense shock waves which are transmitted through
the target rock and are also reflected back into the mct( , orite (Shoemaker, 1963;
Gault et al., 1968). Shock waves travel up\% , arcl through the rock from the sub-
surface path of penetration of the meteorite and are reflected from the ground
surface as tensional waves, fracturing the rock and excavating it from the
rapidly forming crater. The mechanics of such crater formation have been
studied in detail for both natural meteorite craters (Shoemaker, 1962, 1963),
nuclear explosions (Short, 1965, 1966a), and laboratory hypervelocit y impacts
(Gault and Heitowit, 19G3; Gault et al., 1968).
The chief characteristic of a hypervelocity meteorite impact is that it sub-
jects the target rock to environmental conditions which cannot be produced by
any endogenctic geological mechanism: (1) peal: pressures may reach several
Mh near the impact point, and large volumes of rock will be subjected to shock
waves with peak pressures in excess of 100 kl); (2) relaxation temperatures
produced after passage of the shock wave may reach several thousand degrees;
(3) the time involved is virtually instantaneous: a few microseconds for passage
of the shock wave throu gh a hand specimen, and a few minutes for excavation
of a crater 30 km in diameter.
These unique conditions of shock metamorphism produce equally unique
shock- ►nctamorphic effects in the target rocks, many of which call
	
preserved
for billions of years and constitute unique evidence of meteorite impact (Beals
et al., 1963; Dence, 1964, 1965; Short, 1965, 1966b; Chao, 1967a, 1967b, 1968;
French and Short, 1968; Engelhardt and Bertsch, 1969). These criteria include:
(1) high-pressure polymorphs such as coesite and stishovite; (2) high-strain-
rate lattice deformation effects such as "planar features" (shock lamellae) in
quartz and production of isotropic phases from feldspar (maskelynite) and
quartz; (:3) ultra-hih-temperature reactions, such as melting of quartz to
lechatelierite, decomposition of zircon to baddeleyite, and melting or decom-
position of various opaque minerals (E1 Goresy, 1968); (4) unusual conical
'The term hypervelocity impact designates an event in which the impact velocity of the meteorite
is greater than the acoustic velocity in the target rock 	 Such a condition occurs only for larger
meteorites (weight more than about 10 2 — iO 3 tons) which are riot significantly slowed by the atmos
phere and strike the surface at virtually their original geocentric velocity	 Such velocities range
from a minimum of about 9 km 'sec to above 50 km sec; calculations of energy release usually
assume an average velocity of 15-20 km sec, but impact velocities for cometary bodies could be
higher
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fracturing patterns (shatter cones) (Dietz, 1959, 1968) whose association with
more distinctive petrographic shock effects suggests that they also are unique
products of meteorite impact, forming at lower levels of shock pressure at
some distance from the center of impact. The extreme conditions of shock
metamorphism, combined with the short time scale of the process, produce
distinctive selective mineralogrical changes (Chao, 1967a, 1967b) and also re-
sult in the general preservation of mineralogical and chemical disequilibrium
in the shocked rocks.
The response of rocks to shock waves is strongly dependent on individual
characteristics such as mineral composition, grain size, pore filling, and
small-scale texture and structure. This characteristic prevents exact correla-
tion of any given d(-formation feature with a definite peak shock pressure, al-
though present data can be used to specify broad limits. Experimental studies
of rocks subjected to nuclear explosions (Short, 1966a, 1968) or to laboratory
experiments (Horz, 1968; itluller and Defourneaux, 1968) indicate that the dis-
tinctive planar features in quartz develop at peak shock pressures above about
80-100 kb and occur in a pressure range of about 100-250 kb. At higher shock
pressures, e.g. 300-500 kb, development of isotropic quartz and feldspar occurs.
Pressures above 400-500 kb produce extensive melting of the rock. Shatter
cones are probably produced by pressures below 50 kb (Roddy and Davis, 1969),
but minimum and maximum pressures for their formation have not been
established.
With the possible exception of shatter cones, the effects of shock metam-
orphism apparently require minimum pressures of 75-100 kb for their formation.
It is generally believed that such high shock pressures cannot be produced by
internal muchanisms such as volcanic explosions, for which maximum pressures
of 3-5 kh have been calculated (Williams, 1954; Gorshkov, 1959, Roddy, 1968).
It is therefore believed that the assemblage of unique petrographic effects
arising from high shock pressures, occurring in a structure characterized by
intense and often localized deformation, is unique evidence for meteorite irzpact.
The terrestrial impact craters so far identified can be separated into two
general types which Dence (1.96,1j)
 has designated simple craters and complex
craters (Figure 1). The smaller simple craters consist of a cavity whose
depth is about 1/3 to 1/4 the diameter. The cavity is partly filled by slumping
from the rim and by deposition of ejected material to form a breccia lens con-
taining large amounts of distinctively shocked and melted rock fragments.
Larger impact structures, which may be as much as 65 km in diameter, are of
tho complcx type and exhibit a central uplift which exposes material originally
sent at depth below the crater floor. Complex craters are much shallower
in proportion to their depth; a typical diameter: depth ratio (Figure 1) might be
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30:1. The breccia lens in complex craters is also relatively thinner than that
^n simple craters, implying that the majority of the ejecta was removed from
tlic• crater, either during the originai impact or during the sitbsequent rise of
the central uplift.
Formation of' the cents al uplift of a large impact crater apparently involves
plastic; yeilding of the rock beneath and adjacent to the original crater (Dcnce,
1968) although the exact mechanism is not clearly understood. Developiricnt of
the central uplift does involve absolute; inward and Upward movements of rocks
in the crater floor, producing observable strat.igraphic offset.; in craters de-
veloped in seriimentary rocks (Roddy, I968; Cool., 1958; Wilshire and lioxard,
1968). Study of relations between the central uplift and the deposition of fall-
back ejecta (Milton and Brett, 1968) support the view that prodiwLion of the
central uplift occurs relatively late in the impact event itself and is not due to
subsequent isostatic readjustments over 1,-in,
 periods of time.
The critical size division between simple and complex ci-aters appears to
be a function of rock strength and t ,^ p-e. For granitic target ► •ocL,;, the division
occurs between crate.- diameters of 4 and 9.5 kin ( pence et al., 1968, p. 359).
Ilowever, in layered subhorizontal sediments, structures less than 3.ti kin in
diameter have well-developed central uplifts (Roddy, 1968), a characteristic:
which may reflect the relatively easier yielding provided by bedding planes. In
even v aker materials such as alluvium, good central uplifts are observed in
some ex-p losion craters less than loo ni in diameter (Roddy, 1968).
A third type of structure, in which the original impact crater is niodificri
by related internal igneous processes, has often been proposed. It ha_ long heen
ar-ite ;, generally in considering; lunar craters, that large meteorite impacts
could generate or control the c:i,)plaL^cnient of internally derived magma (Bald«-in,
1949 9 11163; Ronca, 19%; Sal ishury and Ronca, 1966). The recent discovery of ini-
pact-induced shock-metamorphic features ai Sudbury, Ontario (Dietz, 1964;
French, 1967,  1968b) has provide] the fi rst definite correlation between a large
meteorite impact structure and the occurence of large volumes of internally-
derived magma (the SudbUr.y Nickel Irruptive). The existence of one example of'
this third type of meteorite i m pact structure indicates that othc r examples may
exist on both the earth and moon. It is therefore necessary to consider the
possible relations between me teorite impact and the production of igneous rocks,
and to exaniine other "i,.;iie0us "structures fortraces of theirpossiblc impact origin.
►IRECT PRODUCTION nh' IGNEOUS ROCKS BY METEORITE IMPACT:
i'ACT MFLTS
Darin- a iarge meteorite im p act, a rc-latively small volume of rock near
the inipacting bo( i -, •
 will be subjected to shock pressures in excess of 500 kh,
i
5
sufficient to produce melting of the rock. Such impact-melted material has
been found in several forms, both around the resulting crater and in the breccias
deposited within it: (1) individual bodies composed of n ►ixtures of glass and
rock and mineral fragments, which are ejected from the crater and aerodyna-
mically shaped before deposition. The impactite of Meteor Crater, Arizona
(Nininger, 1954) and the Fladen of the Ries, Germany (Horz, 1965) are examples.
(2) glass-rich breccias containing numerous shocked rock fraanlents, which
make up part of the breccia lens within the crater (Dente, 1964, 1965, 1968).
Melted material occurs in these deposits both as glassy fragments or as partly
or completely crystalline matrix. (3) relatively thick and uniform layers re-
sembling sills, associated with the breccias, but composed of completely
crystalline rock with few or no inclusions. These latter units have been con-
sidered to be internally derived volcanic rock and have been cited as evidence
for an endogenetic origin of thestructures.
(The term igneous here designates rocks formed by partial or complete
crystallization of a silicate melt and does not imply any particular mechanism
by which the original melt was formed. The term impact melt designates,
material formed by direct fusion of target rock by meteorite impact.)
The amount of melt that can be produce('- by a meteorite impact depends
chiefly on two factors: (1) the total amount of energy of the impact, which is
equal to the kinetic energy of the impacting body; (2) the pa: i.ition of this
energy, or the percentage which actually is used to melt rock.
Becaus.: the mass and velocity of the original impacting meteorite are not
known, several investigators have attempted instead to develop a mathematical
relationship between the energy of a meteorite impact and the diameter of the
resulting crater. Most of these calculations involve the use of scaling laws
based on small craters produced by nuclear and chemical explosions (Baldwin,
1949, 1963; Innes, 1961; Shoemaker et al., 1962; Shoemaker, 1963; Short, 1965;
Beals, 1965). It is generally considered that the diameter of a crater is pro-
portional to the energy raised to some power between 1/3 and 1/3.4, but the
extrapolations in energy and diameter for large meteorite craters are so great
that energies calculated for a given crater diameter may differ by one or two
orders of magnitude. (e.g., for a 30-km diameter crater, calculated energies
range from 6 x 10 27
 to 2 x 1029 erg.).
The fraction of impact energy used to melt rock is almost equally uncertain.
From small-scale hypervelocity impacts, Gault and Heito« v it (1963) estimate
that about 20 per cent of the impact energy is transmitted to the target rock as
waste heat, but much of this energy will be dissi p ated without raisin; the rock
to its melting point.
6
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Calculation by Beals (1965) of rock melted by meteorite impacts show good
agreement with melt volumes estimated from studies of several Carvidian
craters (Dence, 1965). Beals' calculations used the scaling equation of Baldwin
(1963, p . 176):
log D (km) - 0.3284 log E (erg) - 7.9249
in which D is the crater diameter in km and E is the impact energy in ergs.
The calculated melt volumes and melt thickness (Figure 2) were derived assum-
ing that 5 per cent of the impact energy is effective in melting rock. The calcu-
lated melt volumes are in good agreement with the empirical observations of
Dence (1965, p. 954) that the value of the ratio V /D 3 is 1/400 to 1/500 forin
several Canadian craters (V is the volume of impact melt, and D is the diam-
in
eter of the crater).
A significant fraction of the melted rock now occurs as individual glassy
fragments or as crystalline matrix in parts of the breccia lens. The intimate
association of these types of melt with shocked rock fragments is good evidence
for their origin by impact. However, part of the melt in several craters, notably
Brent, Clearwater Lakes, and Manicouagan (Dence, 1965) occurs as discrete,
completely recrystallized layers which resemble sills. These units have been
considered by some workers as products of internal volcanism.
Dence (1968) has suggested that these impact melt layers are material
melted close to the penetrating meteorite and that their location indicates the
approximate depth of penetration of the meteorite into the target rock. The
bodies are aererally sill-like in shape and are overlain by breccias containing
distinctively shocked glasses and rock fragments. They are generally concor-
dant with the crater floor, although small dikes believed to be impact melt
have been identified at the Tenoumer crater, Mauritania (French et al., 1969)
(Figure 3). In simple craters, such as that at Brent, Ontario (Dence, 1968),
the melt layer occurs at the low point in the center of the crater. In complex
craters, such as Clearwater Lakes and Manicouagan (Dence, 1965, 1968, the
melt layer forms an annular ring between the central uplift and the rim, sug-
gesting that the central uplift had formed before the melt had completely
solidified.
Considered individually, these melt layers strongly resemble internally
derived sills and dikes. They may be as much as several hundred meters
thick and range in character from medium-grained to aphanitic. They are
often completely crystalline, consisting chiefly of laths of feldspar and pyro-
xene with accessory minerals (Dence, 1968, p. 176), but they may contain vari-
able amounts of glass. In detail, however, these impact melt layers reflect
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Figure 3—Large irregular lechatelierite inclusion (clear) in partly crystalline impact melt
from the Tenoumer crater, Mauritania. These inclusions a p parently result from hiah-
temperature fusion o. shocked quartz grains in the target rock. The lath-like feldspar
crystals in the melt are associated with pyroxene and brown interstitial glass; quench
textures are common. The lechatelierite inclusion itself encloses a small inclusion of
brown matrix glass and feldspar. At the contact between lechatelierite and melt, matrix
glass indents and penetrates the lechatelierite, indicating that both glasses were molten
simultaneously.
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their formation by sudden high-temperature fusion of the underlying rock,
rapid injection, and rapid cooling. Their characteristics (Dente, 1968, p. 176)
include: (1) chemical compasition similar to that of the underlying target
rocl<: (2) considerable secondary hydrothermal alteration and zeolitization.
(3) absence of phenocrysts; (4) absence of floe; structure, indicating ciystalh-
zation virtually in place; (5) generally fine grain with numerous quench textures
in the glassy varieties; (6) presence of oc , :asional shocked inclusions or
lechatelierite derived from fused quartz grains (Figure 3) (Taylor and Dence,
1969; French et al., 1969); (7) association with distinctively shocked and shock-
melted breccias.
These impact melt layers are geochemically important. The severe fusion
involved in their production appears sufficient to remove original radiogenic
argon, and such melt units apparently give K/Ar ages corresponding to the
time of formation of the structure (Dente et al., 1968; Rondot, 1968; Taylor
and Dence, 1969; French et al., 1969). By contrast, the original Sr 17 /Sr8 6
ratio is unchanged by such fusion. For impact craters developed on geologi-
cally old terrains, the impact melt will be enriched in original radiogenic
Sr 17 . The Sr 87 /Sr 86 ratio of the impact melt will not only he identical to that
of the underlying basement rock, but will also be much higher than that of fresh
magma generated in the mantle (Faurc and Hurley, 1963). This discrepancy
provides a potential method of recognizing impact melt units produced by
meteorite impacts on relatively old terrains (P. M. Hurley, personal commun-
ication, 1968; French et al., in preparation).
3. EVIDENCE FOR IMPACT ORIGIN OF THE SUDBURY STRUCTURE, ONTARIO
A. Geology
Although several impact structures exhibit associated melt units derived
directly by fusion of the target rock, the ecent discovery of shock-metamorphic
effects at Sudbury, Ontario (Dietz, 1964; French, 1967, 19681)) provides the first
example of a correlation between meteorite impact and internal igneous activity.
The discovery of shock-metamorphic effects in a structure of such great age and
complicated geological history indicates that: (1) shock-metamorphic features
can be preserved for periods approximating two billion years to provide un-
equivocal evidence of meteorite impact; (2) the impact theor y- may provide a
resolution of puzzling and complex geological and structural relations (Dietz,
1964); (3) meteorite impact can apparently initiate large-scale i gneous activityP"J
combined with the emplacement of tremendously valuable ore deposits.
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The Sudbury structure in southern Ontario, Canada (Figure 4) has produced
more than $9 billion worth of nickel, copper, and iron since discovery of the
ore deposits there in 1883. It has also produced, during the same period, a
continuing geological controversy about the origin of the structure, the Nickel
Irruptive, and the associated ore deposits (for detailed bibliographies, see
Hawley, 1962; Card, 1967).
The Sudbury structure (Figure 4) is outlined, both topographically and
geologically, by the outcrop belt of the Sudbury Nickel Irruptive (Burrows and
Rickaby, 1929; Thomson, 1956; Williams, 1956)? This unit forms a kidney-
shaped basin approximately 37 mi (59 km) in a NE-SW direction by 17 mi
(27 km) across. The basin is emplaced in older rocks, granites and granitic
gneisses on the north and east, Huronian metasediments whose age is estimated
at greater than 2.2 b.y. along the east and southeast. These wallrocks have
been intensely shattered and brecciated to form a unit called Sudbury-type
breccias (Speers, 1957). The intensity of this deformation increases inward
and is a maximum near the lower contact of the Irruptive itself.
The rocks of the Whitewate: series underlie the interior of the Sudbury
basin. Immediately above the Irruptive is the Onaping formation, about 4000
feet (1200 m) thick, previously regarded as pyroclastic volcanic deposits. The
Onaping is overlain by the Onwatin "slate" or argillite, about 1000 feet (300 m)
thick, a unit believed to be derived by subaqueous reworking of the uppermost
part of the Onaping formation. Overlying the Onwatin is the Chelmsfurd sand-
stone, a sequence of graywacke beds with a minimum thickness of about 1000
feet (300 m). The sediments within the Sudbury basin have been deformed into
folds whose axes trend parallel to the long axis of the basin.
The Sudbury Nickel Irruptive separates the Whitewater series from the
older basement rocks. At its lower contact, it is emplaced discordantly
against the granites, gneisses, and metasediments which surround it. At its
upper contact, the Irruptive has apparently metamorphosed the adjacent
Onaping formation, suggesting an intrusive relationship.
The Irruptive has a stratigraphic thickness varying between one and three
miles (2-5 km) (Wilson, 1956). The section exposed on the south side of the
basin (South Range) is thicker than that on the north (North Range). On the
South Range, where considerable subsequent deformation has taken place, the
2 Because of considerable debate about the origin, mode of emplacement, a-id subsurface skape of
this igneous body, the nongenetic term "irruptive" has come into general use.
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rcontact between the Irruptive and the older rocks is steep to vertical and
generally dips toward the center of the basin. On the North Range, where de-
formation has been comparatively minor, the same contact dips basinward at
about 30°-45°. Preliminary paleomagnetic studies (Sopher, 1966), suggest
that the original dip of the Irruptive may have been about this value.
Lithologically, the Irruptive is broadly divided into two major units: a
lower more mafic norite (approximately 55 percent SiO2 ), and an upper more
felsic micropegmatite (approximately 66 percent SiO2 ) ( Knight, 1923; Collins,
1934). A thinner transition zone is recognized between the two major units,
and more recent stAies have allowed further subdivision (Stevenson and
Colgrove, 1968). A .vhole-rock Rb-Sr age determined on the micropegmatite
gave a value of 1.72 b.y. (Faure et al., 1964; Fairbairn et al., 1965).
The origin of the Irruptive and its associated ore deposits has been the sub-
ject of continuing debate. The irruptive itself is unusual in combining an appar-
ently lopolithic shape with an anomalously high silica content and a general
absence of obvious mineralogical layering (Stevenson and Colgrove, 19A). The
Irruptive has been variously regarded as a flat lens, subsequently folded
(Coleman, 1905), a ring-dike (Knight, 1917), a subsurface part of a caldera
complex (Williams, 1956), a lopolith (Wilson, 1956), and the remnant of a much
larger lopolith (Hamilton, 1960b). A similar uncertainty has existed regar;'ing
the origin of the ore deposits, and still exists in recent studies (Naldrett and
Kullerud, 1967; Souch et al., in press).
Subsequent to emplacement of the Irruptive, the Sudbury area has under-
gone at least one major period of metamorphism (Card, 1964, 1969). During
the "Grenville event" at about 1200 m.y., the structure was compressed from
the southeast, developing numerous northeast-trending thrust faults roughly
parallel to the South Range. This event was also accompanied by emplacement
of diabase dikes which trend in a generally northwestward direction.
Prior to the discovery of shock-metamorphic features at Sudbury, the
current interpretation of the structure as a caldera complex (Thomson, 1956;
Williams, 1956) had been unsettled by the discovery that a unit at the base of
the Onaping formation, previously regarded as feeder dikes for the formation
(Williams, 1956) actually consists of a breccia of large blocks of quartzite and
granite in a matrix of micropegmatite (Stevenson, 1960, 1963). Subsequently,
Dietz (19 x,4) noted that the intense structural deformation around the basin
(Speers, 1957) could be explained by meteorite impact, and suggested that the
Sudbury structure had been produced by the impact of a 4-km-diameter asteroid,
1. 71 h.y. ago, in an event that released 3 x 10 29 erg, or about a million megatons
of energy and formed a crater 30 miles in diameter. Dietz also proposed that the
Irruptive was emplaced as an "extrusive lopolith" into the crater and that the
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Onaping formation developed as a "cap" of welded tuffs above the Irruptive
Fina I1 *• , Dietz (19(;4) predicted and then discovered shatter cones around the
basin and suggested the "quartzite breccia" at the Lase of the Onaping formation
might contain petrographic shock features.
'The subsequent discovery of' petrographic shock effects in inclusions of
basement rock in the Onaping formation (French, 1967, 1968b, 1969) confirmed
Dietz' ideas about the impact origin of Sudbury. However, these results indicated
that the Onaping formation was equivalent to the ")reccia lens" in other craters
and that it was composed of material that had been shocked and melted by the
impact and immediately redeposited in the crater. Subsequent studies at Sudbury
have verified predictions made on the basis of the impact theory. Shatter-
coning has been discovered to be widespread in the older rocks around the basin
(Dietz and Butler, 1964; Bray et al., 1966), and petrographic shock effects have
been observed in inclusions and wallrock associated with the Sudbury-tvpe
breccias (French, 1969). Except for the preservation of the "fallback breecia"
(Onaping formation) and the presence of the Irruptive itself, the general struc-
ture and shock-metamorphic features at Sudbury are very similar to those ob-
served at the Vredefort structure, South Africa (Daly, 1947; Dietz, 1961;
Hargraves, 1961; Manton, 1965).
B. Shock-metamorphic Effects in the Onaping Formation.
The origin, characteristics, and petrographic study of the Onaping forma-
tion have been crucial in the recognition of Sudbury as an impact structure.
The formation was long regarded as a volcanic rock whose esistence provided
evidence for the internal origin of the Sudbury structure, and its true character
as an impact-produced "fallback breccia" was not established until distinctive
petrographic shock effects were recognized in basement rock inclusions (French,
1967, 1968b, 1969). The nature of the Onaping formation and the methods used
to establish its impact origin are important, not only in the study of Sudbury,
but also for the recognition of similar impact-produced structures now regard-
ed as purely internal in origin.
Previous investigators (Burrows and Rickaby, 1929; Thomson, 1956;
Williams, 1956) regarded the Onaping formation as an accumulation of pyroclas-
tic rocks deposited during the intense early explosive phase of development of
the Sudbury structure. The formation has an estimated thickness of about 4000
feet (1.1 00 ►n) and a preserved volume of 600-1000 km 3 (Williams, 1956).
Earlier investigators concluded that the Onaping formation: (1) contains
numerous fragments of devitrified glassy material; (2) also contains numerous
inclusions of basement rocks up to several meters in size; (3) exhibits a uni-
form gradation in fragment size, with large blocks at the base anti fin e iiiaterial
at the upper contact; (4) exhibits a concentric zoning of rock types with respect
I
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to the basin; (5) cannot be definitely correlated with formations outside the Sud-
bury basin; !6) was apparently deposited as a single urit du ring a brief period
of time; (7) has been involved in at least one period of postdepositional meta-
morphism.
Although several varieties of Onaping formation can be distinguished
(Burrows and Rickaby, 1929; Thomson, 1956; Williams, 1956; Stevenson, 191,11.
1963), the most common variety is a dark gray to .)lack, p; lorly sorted, frag-
mental rock containing numerous inclusions (French, 1967, 1968b). The forma-
tion has been mildly metamorphased (chlorite grade). Many of the inclusions
have clearly been molten and these constitute the evidence for the original
identification of the Onaping formation as a pyroclastic rock (Bonney, 1858;
Williams, 1891.). Occasionally, so-called "cored" inclusions have been observed
(French, 1968b), which consist of a core of basement rock surrounded by a rim
of glassy material. These composite fragments have apparently originated by
mixing of melted and unmelted rock fragments in the air before deposition and
may be diagnostic for meteorite impact. In its general appearance, the Onaping
formation is not dissimilar fron, volcanic tuffs and tuff-breccias (French, 1968b)
and definite evidence for its origin by meteorite impact is supplied by the petro-
graphic shock effects in the numerous inclusions of basement rocks which it
contains.
Distinctive petrographic; effects of shock are widespread in inclusions
collected from various parts of the Onaping formation. On the basis of studv
of numerous such inclusions, it has been possible to recognize stages or grades
of progressive shock metamorphism (French, 1969) that are comparable to
those established by studies at other impact structures such as Brent, Ontario
(Deuce, 1968; Robertson, et al., 1968), and the hies basin, Germanv (Stoffler,
1966; Chao, 1967x, Engelhardt and Stoffler, 1968).
The majority of inclusions observed in the Onaping formation are medium-
to course-grained quartzofeldspathic rocks such as granites, granitic gneisses,
and feldspathic metaquartzites. Such rock types are sensitive indicators of
shock metamorphism and develop distinctive shock effects over a range of
temperatures and pressures (Stoffler, 1966; Robertson et al., 1968). The grades
of shock metamorphism discussed below are based on the progressive desf ruc-
tion of the original fabric of these inclusions. A few inclusions of other rock
types from the Onaping formation have been examined, but either too few have
been studied to distinguish grades of shock damage (gabbroic and diabasic
inclusions) or no distinctive shock effects have been observed (fine-grained
sandstones and argillities).
The stages of shock metamorphism recognized in the Sudbury inclusions
are transitional and may grade into each other even within a single thin section.
Detailed descriptions are further hampered by the extensive recrystallization
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in the inclusions, which has resulted from either postdepositional cooling or
from later unrelated metamorphism. No isotropic material has been observed	 a
in any inclusion, and the term "giass" is used here to designate recrystallized
material which may have been either: (1) shock-produced isotropic phases
such as maskelynite; (2) molten material produced by fusion of the rock.
The following stages of shock metamorphism can be recognized in quartz-
ofeWspathic inclusions collected from the Onaping formation:
(0) Fracturing, crushing, and granulation: These deformation effects can
be produced by both shock waves and normal geological processes. Such tex-
tures could have been present in the target rocks before impact, or they could
have been produced by low-intensity shock waves at a distance from the impact
point. In some inclusions, these features are accompanied by definite shock
effects, but they do not, by themselves, constitute evidence of impact.
(1) Planar features in quartz and feldspar. The first distinctive evidence
of shock metamorphism (French, 1967, 1968b) is the production of distinctive
sets of "planar features" (shock lamelldu) in quartz and feldspar grains with-
out serious destruction of the original grain fabric. Two broad subdivisions
of this stage can presently he made: (a) planar features in quartz only (domi-
nantly «w ith basal orientation), associated with kink banding in mica, and generally
observed in footwall rocks and inclusions in the Sudbury-type breccias (French,
1969); (b) 1)1,-^nar features in quartz (multiple sets, including the distinctive
t 1013'r orientation) (French, 1967) accompanied by planar features in associated
feldspar. This second type may represent higher peak shock pressures
(Robertson et al., 1968), and further subdivision of this stage based on petro-
fabric studies (Robertson et al., 1968) may be possible.
(2) Selective recrystallization of feldspar. In such inclusions the quartz
contains multiple planar features, while associated feldspar has been recrys-
tallized to small crystals, possibly from a pre-existing shock-produced isotropic
phase. Such mineralogical selectivity is characteristic of shock metamorphism
(Chao, 1967a), but the effects observed in these inclusions could also be the
result of rapid and incomplete melting of the inclusion produced by low-pressure
superheating. An inclusion transported through the "fireball" immediately
after impact would be heated above the melting point of its consitutent minerals.
Under such conditions, the lower-melting feldspar would fuse, but would be
quenched and recrystallized before fusion of the quartz or extensive reaction
between quartz and feldspar could occur. Some of these inclusions exhibit the
effects of such ultrahigh temperatures, such as partial melting; of grails of
sphene (M.P. 1385°C) associated with the recrystallized feldspar- (Figure 5).
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Figure 5—Shock-metamorphosed inclusion (Stage 2) from the Onaping formation, Sudbury,
Ontario, showing selective transformation of feldspar and partial fusion of sphere. Plane
polarized light. Quartz grains (upper and lower center, exhibit several sets of planar fea-
tures. Original feldsoar grains (lowe • right) appear c:ear and glassy and are completely
recrystallized tofine-grained aggegrates. In the area of recrystallized feldspar, a euhedral
grain of sphene has been partly melted, producing a train of small droplets of sphene or of
titanium oxide minerals. The melting point of pure sphene is about 1400 "C, and such tex-
tures provide evidence for ultrahigh temperatures produced by meteorite impact. The
needlelike material at the quartz-feldspar contact: is probably secondary amphibole.
(3) Plastic deforrration of feldspar and recrystallization of quartz. Feld-
spar crystals in this stage of defermation exhibit strong plastic dcforrr,ation,
producing unusual extinction patterns and striking bent-twin structures in
plagioclase (French, 1968a, figs. 25-28). Many of the feldspar grains are now
connpletely r( , crystallized and may have originally been isotropic. The associat-
ed quartz grains are completely recrystallized to mosaics of unstrained crystals.
(1) Lutectic melting between quartz and feldspar. In inc'!usions exhibiting
strongly defornned feldspar, patches of glassy material containing quenched
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microlites occur alum original grain })oundaries, generall y between plat tically
deformed feldspar and recrystallized quartz (Figure 6). The inicrolites are
apparentl y- both feldspar and opaque minerals, and their existance su:;aests
thr . formation of locally heated areas in %%hick adiacent quartz and feldspar
► • ain^ N%ere partly dissolved to form a small amount of eutectic melt at the
contacts. followed by rapid quenching. Such textures are consistent with the
elevated temperatures that ewi be produced by shock-wave action, and the
location of the inelt areas ma y reflect locall y high teniplratures produced by
the effect of shock waves on original grains of opaque minerals. Similar
eutectic melting is observed in granitic inclusions superheated in layas
(Ha^^	 1929; Knopf, 1938; Larsen and Switzer, 1939), but such textures lack
the intense deformation produced by shock eaves and observed in the remnants
of quartz and feldspar in the Sudbury specimens.
(5) He=terogeneous melting. At extremely high shock pressures (__ 500 kb),
the residual temperatures will no ► only exceed the eutectic temperatures of the
system, but will exceed the individual melting points of all minerals present.
Under such conditions, each mineral melts independently to form an inclusion
composed of several distinct types of -lass of differing color and refractive
index (Figure 7), each area corresponding to an ori^iilal mineral grain. in-
cipient floe-, when observed, is turbulent and contorted and generally extends
for less than a few grain diameters. In some inclusions, shock heating has ap-
parently been great enough to produce vesicul'.Aior..
(G) Complete melting, mixing, and accretion. At the highest detectable
shock levels, rock fragments are completely- nielted. with sufficient superheat
to allow the development of nearly l,aininar ilo« over distances of several
centimeters. This melted material is elected from the crater, mixed with other
rock fragments ,Yiowin cr varying shock effects, and redeposited. These individual
Oodies, such as the Fladen at the Ries basin, G rnian y (liorz, 1965) may be
aeroriynamicaliy sculptured before deposition.
such inclusions in the Onaping formation, compo , cd of once-niolten glass
with %arying amounts of rock and mineral fragm ,2uts, were responsible for the
original identification of the Onaping formation as a volcanic rock (Bonne y , 1888;
Wilhiuiis, 1891). The inclusions are greenish in color anti generall y recrys-
tallized to quartz, chlorite, and amphibole, but the: original t;o\\ structure can
still b ,. distinguished and can be seen to \crap around the included fragments
(Fig­ur^ 8). The content of rock and mineral fragments varies xidely, ranging
from a few percent in the more glassy- fragments (Figure -) to the so-called
"cored inclusions" (French, 1968b) which may- consist of onl y a thin rii.n
of glass around a large core of basement rock. In general appearance, these
fragments resemble glassy- volcanic eiecta. however, the abs( rice of pheno-
crysts, combined «ith the presence of rock and mineral fragments differing
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Figure 6—Shock-metamorphosed inclusion (Stage 4) from the Onaping formation, Sudbury,
Ontario, showing incipient eutectic melting at quartz-feldspar contacts. Plane polarized
light. Or ginal quartz flower right) is completely recrystallized Original feldspar (clear
areas in up per leftl shows strong p lastic deformation, flow structure, and recry stall ization
At the contacts between gro n s areas of eutectic melt (dar,, ,atches in upper right and
lower left) have dev__>!o;:ed, in which quench textures produced by lath-li!te feldspar and
opaque minerals can be seen.
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Figurc 7—Shock-metamorphos, d inclusion (Stage S) from the O.iopinq formation, Sudbury,
Ontario, showing complete and individual melting of component m i nerals to produce heter-
ogeneous glasses which are now largely recrystallized to secondary quartz, chlorite, and
amphibole. Plane polarized licht Incipient flo.v ha. developed in some areas 'center),
but does not extend for long dis antes
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Figure 8—Composite glassy inclusion (Stage 6) from the Onaping formation, Sudbury, On-
tario, produced by mixing and accretion of impact melt and diverse rock and mineral frag-
ments. Plane polarized light. Fragments of quartz have irregular outlines and are not
phenocrysts; the upper fragment exhibits poorly preserved planar features. Flow structure
is heterogeneous, but laminar flow oersists over distances of several mm, although turbu-
lent flow occurs i i other areas of the same inclusion. Inclusions of this type are com-
pletely recrystal l ized, but the original flow structure is still recognizable.
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in both lithology and degree of shock metamorphism, indicates that these in-
clusions have formed by accretion of originally separate fragments of shocked
and shock-melted rock.
The size of these glassy inclusions is similar to the size of the rock frag-
ments with which they are associated, and shows a similar decrease in size
upward from the base of the Onaping formation. At the base occur large "cored
bombs" (Williams, 1956, p. 76-81), aggregases of rock fragments and glassy
material that are more than 20 in in size. Above this basal zone, the fragments
generally range from a few millimeters to about 50 cm in size, although larger
compound blocks teris of meters across are occasionally found in the upper
parts of the formation.
The discovery at Sudbury of a range of shock-metamorphic effects which
can, despite their metamorphism and recrystallization, be compared with those
from other structures, provides a strong and consistent body of evidence for
the impact origin of the Sudbury structure. Some of the textures involving in-
cipient melting (Stages 4-6) resemble features observed in inclusions super-
heated in high-temperature igneous rocks, but the extensive crystal deformation
and the presence of ultra-high-temperature decomposition reactions are con-
vincing evidence that such heating has occurred as a result of meteorite impact.
The high-pressure polymorphs coesite and stishovite have not been detected
(French, 1968b, p. 406); it is unlikely that they would have been preserved during
the subsequent burial and metamorphism of the Onaping formation.
C. Emplacement of the Sudbury Nickel Irruptive.
The location of the Sudbury Nickel Irruptive is strongly controlled by the
structure of the Sudbury basin itself. It invariably occupies a zone immediately
beneath the Onaping formation and immediately above the most intensely
shattered and deformed footwall rocks (Speers, 1957). This close association
has indicated to all investigators that the origin of the Sudbury basin and the
origin and emplacement of the Irruptive are closely and genetically related.
If the Sudbury structure is regarded as a large impact crater, the Irruptive
occupies the zone between the breccia lens and the intensely shocked basement
rocks which form the original crater floor (see Figure 1). Subsequent to forma
tion of the crater, this contact would be a natural zone for emplacement of magma
generated at depth.
It is generally agreed that most, if not all, of the Irruptive represents
internally derived magma rather than primary impact melt. Values of the
Sr 87 /Sr 86 ratios for the micropegmatite are iuch lower than would bc• produced
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by primary fusion of' the near-surface basement rocks (Faure et al., 1964).
Further, the volume of the Irruptive far exceeds the amount of melt that could
be expected from a meteorite impact.
If one assumes that the Nickel Irruptive underlies the Sudbury basin with
an average thickness of 1.5 mi. (Collins, 1934; Wilson, 1956), the calculated
present volume is between 800-1000 111i 3 (3300-4200 km 3 ). This minimum
value does not allow for erosion, but it is still far in excess of the melt volume
of about 225 km 3 to be expected from a 30-mi-diameter crater (Beals, 1965)
(Figure 1). Since the glassy material in the Onaping formation is believed
to represent primary impact melt, the calculated melt volume of 225 km 3 would
correspond to 10-20 volume per cent of the Onaping formation at deposition, a
finure which is in reasonable agreement with the present character of the
Onaping formation. It is clear that the amount of impact melt to be expected
from the Sudbury event can be accounted for as glassy fragments in the Onaping
formation, while the bulk of the Irruptive itself must have been internally derived.
The detailed development of the history of the Sudbury structure and the
emplacement of the Irruptive is not presently possible because information is
lacking on several vital problems:
1. Interval between the impact and emplacement of the Irruptive. The age
of 1.72 b.y. determined for the micropegmatite (Faure et al., 1964) has been
tacitly assumed to date the impact as well (Dietz, 1964; French, 1967, 1968b).
There has been no independent dating of the time of impact itself, although it
has been shown that the Whitewater series is contemporaneous with the Irrup-
tive (Fairbairn et al., 1968). However, the possibility exists that these ages
might be metamorphic ages, since the Sudbury area exhibits a long and complex
metamorphic history between about 2.2 and 1.5 b.y. ago (Card, 1964, 1967, 1969).
At present, the interval between impact and the emplacement of the irruptive
cannot be stated, and because of the great age of the rocks involved, a definite
interval could not be recognized unless it were greater than about 50-100 m.y.
2. Subsurface shape of the Irruptive. Both the subsurface shape and the
location of feeder channels for the Irruptive are entirely unknown. Preliminary
gravity data (Miller and Innes, 1955) provide no evidence for the existence of
large feeders in the center of the basin or for the presence of thick ultramafic
lavers at depth, but no other limitations on possible shape and source of the
Irruptive have been established.
3. Depth of intrusion of the Irruptive. Intrusive relations of the Irruptive
against the Onaping formation are indicated by the existence of contact-meta-
morphic effects in the Onaping formation (Burrows and Rickaby, 1929; Stevenson,
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1960, 1963). The inferred formation of tridymite near the contact (Stevenson,
1962) indicates that the load pressure at the time of intrusion did not exceed about
3 kb and thus the possible sedimentary cover could not have been much greater
than about 10 km. The preserved cover over the Irruptive (Onaping, Omvatin,
and Chelmsford formations) is about 6000 ft (1.8 km). However, the Chelmsford
formation represents an episode of renewed deposition after the Onwatin
(Burrows and Rickaby, 1929; Thomson, 1956) and it is not definitely known
whether it was deposited before, during, or after emplacement of the Irruptive.
Available geochronology (Faure et al., 1964; Fairbairn et al,, 1968) suggests
that the Irruptive was intruded soon after the deposition of the Whitewater series,
with an interval less than 100 m.y. Such a period would be sufficient for the
deposition of a large quantity of clastic sediment in the basin, so that it is
possible that the Irruptive was intruded into the contact between the basement
rocks and the Onaping formation at a time when the Onaping was completely
lithified and was covered by as much as several kilometers of younger sediments.
4. PROPOSED GEOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THE SUDBURY STRUCTURE
A. Geological Considerations
The Sudbury structure is presently unique, since it combines evidence of
a large meteorite impact with undoubtedly internal igneous activity. Any analy-
sis of the history of the Sudbury structure must be speculative, partly because
of the absence of comparable structures, and partly because of serious gaps in
our information about Sudbury itself.
The recognition of shock-metamorphic features at Sudbury strongly suggests
that the initial event in the Sudbury history was the impact of an asteroidal body
about 2 b.y. ago. However, this new view of the impact origin of Sudbury, while
accounting for the intense structural deformation (Speers, 1957; Dietz, 1964),
leaves a number of apparent paradoxes for resolution:
(1) First and foremost, the structure outlined by the Nickel irruptive is
not circular, as NNould be expected for a meteorite impact crater. Much of the
eccentric shape of the Sudbury basin reflects compression from the southeast
during the "Grenville Event", but the sharp bends in the contact, particularly
at the northeasi corner of the basin, suggest that part of the Irruptive may not
have followed the original floor and rim of a large impact crater.
(2) The Onaping formation represents part of the original ejecta that filled
the impact crater. Such units are deposited near the surface and are extremely
ihii. in comparison to the crater diameter (Deuce, 1965) (Fi o -ure 1). In a
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30-mile-diameter crater, such a unit would be expected to be less than about
a mile thick. Estimates for the amount of erosion at Sudbury since formation
of the structure range from a minimum value of about 3 mi. (8 km) (Souuh et al.,
in press) to 6-10 mi. (10-16 km). Under normal circumstances, such erosion
would be sufficient to completely remove the original crater fill, and some
spacial mechanism is required to e1-plain the preservation of the Onaping forma-
tion and the rest of the Whitewater series within the basin.
(3) Despite ' lie  apparent preservation of a nearly complete section of fall-
back breccia (Onaping formation), no unit comparable to the layer of impact
melt observed in other large impact st_uctures (Dence, 1965, 1968) has been
recognized at Sudbury.
Speers (1957) pointed out that the Sudbury basin itself lies on a larger
structural dome surrounded by a roughly circular peripheral depression,
about 60 miles in diameter. The depression is presently indicated by the
existence of patchy Huronian sediments to the west, north, and east of the
structure. Dence (personal communication, 1968) suggested that this peripheral
trouhh could be an integral part of a much larger impact structure about 60-75
mi (100 km) in diameter and that the present Sudbury basin corresponds
approximately to the location of the central uplift of the crater. Thus, there
would be no requirement that the present outcrop belt of the Irruptive be
parallel to the originally circular crater rim.
This interpretation of the ori ginal Sudbury structure allows the development
of a history which is consistent with the known geology and which also explains
the paradoxes mentioned above. In this model, formation of the Sudbury struc-
ture begins with a large meteorite impact crater and involves subsequent sub-
sidence of the central part of the crater and intrusion of the Irruptive to form
the present Sudbury basin (Mgure 9). in this view, the Sudbury structure
is a combination of two types of structure, each with several known examples.
Large meteorite craters in the 50-100-km diameter range with central uplifts
have been identified, the best examples being Vredefort (Daly, 1947; Hargraves,
1961; Dietz, 1961), Clearwater Lakes, and Manicouagan (Dence, 1965).
Similarly, there are numerous igneous structures of the "cauldron subsidence"
or "ring-dike subsidence" type, in which subsidence of a central block is
accompanied by extrusion of magma.
B. Stages in the development of the Sudbury structure
This proposed history of the Sudbury structure can be subdivided as follows:
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Figure 9—Stages in the proposed history for development of 6e Sudbury structure, Ontario,
shown by schematic N-S cross sections. (1) (upper) Production of a la ge (80-100 km di-
ameter) impact crater with a central uplift, with deposition of fallbock breccia (Onaping
formation) in water. (2) (middle) Subsidence of the central uplift and simultaneous em-
p!acement of the Irruptive into the contact between the original crater floor and the over-
lying Onaping formation Erosion of the higher parts of the crater ( arrows) may have; f:rrncU
the Chelmsford formation in the center of the subsided part. The I ine S- S ' indicates
approximately the level presently exposed at the surface. (3) (lower) Deformation of the
Sudbury basin and Irruptive, foilowed by erosion to its present appearance The major
deformation was associated with the "Grenville event" and involved strong thrustfaulting
from the southeast The line G-G ' represents the Grenville Front to the south of the Sud-
bury structure
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(1) Large impact crater with a central uplift. The original Sudbury crater
is believed to have been about 100 km in diameter. It was formed about two
billion years ago by the impact of an asteroidal body about 4 km in diameter.
The amount of energy released, estimated from Baldwin's equation, (1963, p. 176)
is 2 x 10 3" erg (. ► bout 5 x 10 7 megatons). (For comparison, the annual energy
loss from the earth by heat flow, volcanism, and earthquakes, is about 1028
erg). The crater developed in basement granites and gncisses on the north side
and in Huronian metasediments on the south. A central uplift about 40 kin in
diameter was formed, together with a peripheral trough depression containing
downfaulted Iiuronian sediments that is still recognizable to the northwest and
northeast of the present Sudbury basin. At this stage, the Sudbury structure
would have been generally similar to Vredefort.
The upper part of the Onaping formation is transitional into clearly sub-
aqueous sediments
.
. and some petrographic evidence suggests that most if not
all of the Onaping fo.rniation may have been deposited in water (Stevenson, 1960,
1963). These data suggest the possibility that the original impact site could
have been covered with as much as seve -ai thousand feet of water. Such a
cover would not affect formation of the crater in the underlying rocks, but
subsequent deposition of ejects %•. ,ould occur in a tremendously agitL _ed sub-
aqueous environment (Enever, M36). It is possible that some of the unusual
characteristics of the Onaping, such as its extremely poor sorting and the
absence of a discrete impact melt layer, resulted from deposition in agitated
water. Such a proposal would fit the interpretation that the original site of the
Sudbury structure was on or near the continental shelf (Dietz, 1964, 1). 432).
The relatively large amount of organic material in the Onaping formation
may represent a contribution from unconsolidated sediments involved in the
impact, or it may have been introduced during deposition in a restricted basin
formed by the crater. It has been suggested (Hochstim, 1965) that interaction
between the shock wave and water could produce organic material as a direct
result of irnpact. At present, the Onaping formation is the only known possible
example of such a process.
The direct products of the original impact event include shatter cones,
Sudbury-type breccias, the Onaping formation, and the reworked material from
it \\hiCh
 constitutes the Onwatin "slate." If' the impact and deposition did occur
urld(-I' 'Aater, the poor sorting and uniform decrease of grain size of the
On,y in UI)\Vards Would be explained. The fallback deposits would be thinnest
ov( r the centrr:l uplift and would be thickest in the depressed annulus surround-
i •
 i (see I-'ir;ure 1). Much of the fallback material would have been swept out-
-. o From the crater by the strong currents existing immediately after impact
:ind deposited 'beyond the original crater rim.
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The central uplift would contain numerous shock effects (Dente, 1968), in-
cluding shatter cones and Sudbury-type breecias. As deposition proceeded after
Impact, the uplift was covered by a relatively thin layer composed of fallback
mate rial and fragments of an original melt layer broken up and redeposited by
the intense current action. As the current intensity decreased, the grain size
of the Onaping formation decreased upward, and in its upper part, definite
bedding developed. Finally, under quiet-water conditions, reworking and re-
deposition of fine material from the upper Onaping formation, combined with
deposition of the finest ejecta, would produce the Onwatin "slate."
(2) Subsidence of the central uplift: The production of central uplifts in
large impact craters ( pence, 1968) requires substantial and rapid inward and
upward movement of the rocks beneath the crater floor. The intensity of this
movement produces zones of intensely crushed, sheared, and frictionally melted
rock (pseudotachylite). These zones of potential weakness could localize further
movement under stress. After formation, the central uplift of the original
Sudbury crater contained numerous such zones, generally consisting of surfaces
dipping steeply outward from the central uplift (Dente, 1968).
The crucial step in the deve'opment of the Sudbury structure requires sub-
sidence of the greater part of the original central uplift along these zones of
weakness at some time after deposition of the Onaping and Onwatin formations.
Such subsidence could reoult from isostatie disequilibrium of the raised central
uplift and existence of weak zones of pseudctachylite, if the rock beneath the
crater was not rigid enough to support the central uplift.
The development of the Sudbury structure beyond the stage of a large impact
crater apparently involves special conditions in the rocks at depth below the
structure. Such subsidence and related igneous activity have not apparently
occurred in the similar Vredefort structure. Two inechanisms for producing
such subsidence and magma generation are possible:
(a) The impact occurred on a thin continental crust and completely exca-
vated it, exposing more plastic zones of potential magma generation in the upper
mantle. The original depth of the S.idbury crater before the rapid development
of the central uplift may have been as much as 1/5 the diameter, or 10-15 rriles,
ample to penetrate any but a thick continental crust.
(b) The impact occurred on a thick continental crust. The crust was not
completely penetrated, but the unloading and zones of weakness produced by
excavation were sufficient to remove support for the central uplift and to
promote the generation of magma beneath the crater.
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The subsidence of the central uplift would begin an episode of renewed de-
position in fhc basin, as materials from the crater rim and the more stable
parts of the uplift itself were swept into the newly-formed depression
(Figure 9). This process may have produced the Chelmsford , rav-,vacke beds
which overlie the Onwatin and which represent a sharp break in the depositional
history. The possibility that the deposition of the Chelmsford may have occurred
during; subsidence of the central uplift and hcfore emplacement of the Irruptive
makes this formation of great interest for further studies.
(3) E mplacement of the Irruptive. At the end of the second stage, the
central uplift of the original Sudbury crater had begun subsidence along vertical
to steeply rnrtward-dipping; surfaces. As subsidence continued, the subsiding;
part of the central uplift would have been subjected to horizontal tension, pro-
ducing normal faults within the s , ibsidiwr block and converting the c,ont_ :•t
between the central block and the overlying (heaping formation into a generally
convex-downward surface.
As this subsidence continued, magma produced at depth ascended along the
fractures and spread out along- the contact between the basement rocks and the
Onaping; form., .tion. It is not known -v%, hether the present norite and micropegma-
tite have resulted from dL- erentiation in place or from multiple intrusions. It
has also been suggested (Stevenson and Colgiore, 1968) that the micropegmative
was produced largely by assimilation of brecciatcd basement rocks by the norite.
Such a process would be likely if the norite itself was emplaced as a superheated
magma at the contact between fallback breccia and brecciated basement rocks
bolo%%. In any case, emplacement of the Irruptive « , as a relatively rapid process.
Precipitation of sulfides (which are believed to be entirely internal in origin)
began before or at the time of intrusion and continued during the early part of
emplacement.
Du ring emplacement, the presently-preserved portion of the Irruptive was
roofed by as much as 3-6 km of sediments (Onailin g;, Onwatin, and Chelmsford
formations) (Figure 9). The ascending; magma could have broken through this
roof to the surface, formin- extrusive rocks of the same age as the Irruptive.
but any such rucks have been removed by eroEion. As intrusion continued, with-
drawal of magma from belo-w the central uplift would accelerate subsidence
until some sort of stabilit y was reached.
(4) Metamorphism and Later Deformation. After solidification of the
Irrurtivc, the Sudbury area was affected by at least two major metamorphic
q	 ,dcs. One, at about 1.6 b.y., was largely thermal (Card, 196 .1, 1967, 1969)
1 111 1cl its effects on the Irruptive are not clear. Major deformation in the second
"Grenville" e\ , cnt involved compression from the southeast an(' produced
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numerous northeast-trending thrust faults. Northwest-trending diabase dikes
were also intruded at about this time. The chief effect of this deformation was
to raise the South Range 2-3 miles (3-8 km) vertically relative to the North
Range and to produce considerable shearing and recrystallization in both the
Irruptive and the Onaping formation along the South Range (Stevenson and
Cold; rove, 1968; Souch et al., in press).
Subsequent erosion to the present time has removed at least two and perhaps
as much as 6-10 miles (10-16 km) of cover from the Sudbury area. This erosion
has removed all trace of the original Sudbury crater except for the remnant
of the central uplift surrounding the Irruptive and the peripheral depression
,,which surrounds it (Speers, 1957). Except for the preserved section of Onaping
formation «-hick was dov-ndropped during subsidence of the central uplift, all
ejecta from the original crater and any extrusive equivalents to the Irruptive
have been eroded away.
C. Discussion. The history outlined here is speculative, and the available
geological information permits alternate histories for the time after the original
meteorite impact. For instance, it is possible the original impact unroofed
deep zones of magma generation, and that the emplacement of the norite magma
into the crater was the counterpart of the process that would have developed a
central uplift on a thicker, cooler crust. This possibility cannot be evaluated
until some limits can he placed on the time interval between impact and em-
placement of the Irruptive.
'ri)e theory discussed above has the advantage of combining processes observed
in other structures, i.e., large meteorite craters and igneous subsidence struc-
tures. Except for initiation of the Sudbury structure by a lane meteorite impact,
Ch-2 theory is similar to others proposed to explain the origin of the Irruptive,
most notably that of Knight (1917, 1923) who regarded it as a rin---dike structure.
This theory does not contradict any known geological information. As long
as the subsurface shape of the irruptive and the location of its feeder channels
remain unspecified, no theory of its origin can be proven. This theory would
imply that the Trruptive should be underlain at depth by shocked and fractured
granitic rocks or nietasediments (Figure 9). Much more study by geophysical
methods (gravity, paleomagnetics, etc.) Neill be required to resolve the question.
This theory does explain the paradoxes mentioned above. Since the fracb-ires
along which subsidence of the central uplift occurred were probably not exactly
concentric to the crater rim, there is no need for the Irruptive outcrop pattern
to have been exactly circular, even before the distortion produced by later
metamorphism. Secondly, the preservation of the originally near-surface
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Onaping formation is explained by the subsidence of the central uplift. A conse-
quence of this theory is that the presently-preserved volume of Onaping forma-
tion represents a small fraction (perhaps 5-10 percent) of the original ejecta.
Except in its initial events, the theory outlined here is comparable to con-
ventional igneous theories proposed by other workers. Such conventional
theories have also been hampered by the unusual characteristics of the Sudbury
structure, about which there has been relatively little agreemeat. In addition
to explaining the post-impact history of Sudbury, this proposed origin involving
ar, original meteorite crater larger than the present basin explains two other
major problen ►s of Sudbury geology: (1) the occurrence of a subsidence igneous
structure on a large structural dome (Speers, 1957); (2) the occurrence of shock-
metarrorphic features in both the Onaping formation and in the footwall rocks
around the Irruptive ( French, 1967, 1968b, 1969). Further evaluation of this
theory will require additional geological and geophysical work, but the recogni-
tion of a meteorite impact in the history of Sudbury may be the first necessary
step toward evolving a complete and consistent theory for its formation and
evolu tion.
5. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SUDBURY-TYPE STRUCTURES
PRODUCED BY METEORITE IMPACT
A. Magma Generation by Meteorite Impact
It seems likely that the Sudbury structure, at present the only example of
internal igneous activity generated and -localized by a large meteorite impact,
is by no means unique. Considering the potential for large meteorite impacts
on all the larger bodies of the solar systems, it is probable that structures of
similar origin will be found, not only on the earth, but on the moon and other
planets as well.
The idea of igneous activity localized by large meteorite impacts is by
no mans new. It has beer. proposed chiefly to explain the formation of lunar
maria (Baldwin, 1949, 1963; McCau:ey, 1967; Mackin, 1969), but it has also
been suggested as a process important in the early history of the earth (Donn
et al. 1965; Ronca, 1966; Sali 3bury and Ronca, 1966). Several mecha-isms
have been suggc,sted by which large meteorite impacts on the surface of a
planetary body could influence, the generation and emplacement of magma
(Carr, 1964; Dietz, 1964; Ronca, 1966):
(1) Direct remo-val of overlying thin crust to expose zones of active magma
generation.
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(2) Partial fusion of material upon release of lithostatic pressure caused
by removal of material (off-loading). Such a process will not be significant
unless the underlyingv material is already near its ► nelting point (Carr, 1964;
Ron( , a, 1966), however, under such conditions, superheating will result from
the lowering of the melting point as a result of suddenly decreased pressure.
Ideally, such superbeat would be sufficient to melt a significant fraction of the
underlying material, but to be effective, such a process requires an anomalously
high thermal gradient beneath the crater at the time of impact.
(3) Production of a high thermal gradient after impact. Such a gradient,
developed by insulation of the ambient heat flow by the breccia lens within the
crater (Carr, 1964:; Ronca, 1966; Mackin, 1969), might become high enough
to induce melting.
(4) Development of channels for ascending magma by fracturing of rock
beneath the crater. This process, combined with melting produced by release
of overburden over a zone of active magma generation, is probably most effec-
tive in localizing emplacement of magma within and near the crater itself.
Such fracturing would extend to a depth of between 1/4 to 1/2 crater diameter
(Innes, 1961; Beals, et al., 1963; Dietz, 1964) and would provide a path of ascent
for magma present below this depth.
The most favorable conditions for the production of such compound impact-
igneous structures appear to involve the impact of large meteorites on areas
of the earth characterized by high thermal gradients or by active magma
generation at depth. Under these conditions, the development of rock fracturing
at depth by the impact, combined with melting produced by removal of overburden
and release of lithostatic pressure, would promote the migration of magma
Upwards toward the crater. The fractured rock beneath the crater would pro-
vide a natural path of ascent. On reaching the level of the crater, magma would
tend to intrude preferentially along the unconformable contact between the
shocked and brecciated basement rocks constituting the crater floor and the
overlying lens of fallback breccia.
B. Possible Types of Impact-Induced Igneous Structures
It is obvious that, by combining the direct near-surface generation of
igneous impact melt with the subsequent introduction of magma from below a
variety of apparently internal igneous structures will be produced, some of
which may show little or no trace of their impact origin. A range of igneous
rock types may be developed, including: (1) isolated fragments and crystalline
breccia .natrices composed of impact melt; (2) an impact melt layer resembling
a small sill, which marks the approximate limit of original meteorite penetration;
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(3) internally-derived intrusive units appearing as large younger Sills or
lopoliths; (4) internally-derived extrusive rocks produced at the same time
by penetration of the magnia through the crater fill and onto the surface. Only
the first type of rock will show widesprcad shock-metamorphic features by
which its impact origin can be immediately recognized.
Possible structures displaying this diverse saite of igneous rocks are:
(1) simple craters, with or without a discrete layer of impact melt (Figure 1);
(2) complex craters which will generally exhibit an annular impact melt layer
around the original central uplift (figure 1): (3) complex craters in which
internally-derived magma has been emplaced, either by subsidence of an origi-
nal central uplift or by immediate introduction of deep magma into the crater
as part of the impact process itself (Figure 10).
Two variants of the third type of structure may be distinguished (Figure 10),
depending on whether the intruded magma is contained below the crater fill or
breaks through onto the surface to form extrusive flow units or pyroclastic
tuffs that are correlative with the intruded rocks below.
The recognition of the impact history of an igneous structure and its
classification will be strongly influenced by the amount of erosion. In the struc-
tures shown in Figure 10, it is clear that relatively minor erosion would remove
all evidence for the existence of any extrusive units, leaving in doubt the origi-
nal character of the structure. Such a situation is, in fact, the case at Sudbury.
Deeper erosion would transform the suiiace appearance of the same structure
from that of a lopolith or sill into that of a ring-dike. Because meteorite impacts
are relatively shallow structures, extensive erosion may remove all trace of the
distinctively shocked rocks that are the key to recognizing the presence of an
impact (Beals, et al., 1963; Beals and Halliday, 1965). It is possible that there
exist on the earth impact-produced igneous structures in which no shocked rocks
remain, and distinguishing such impact-localized magma from that produced
under normal geological processes will be a difficult future problem for igneous
petrologists.
The complexities involved in such impact-produced igneous structures and
the difficulties involved in their recognition can be illustrated by an arbitary
stratigraphir: column (Figure 11) through the more complex structure shown in
the lower part of Figure 10. The variety of extrusive and intrusive igneous
rocks and related sediments present would indicate an early phase of explosive
activity followed by intrusion of the thick igneous body ("main sill"). It is
possible to interpret such an assemblage of rocks in terms of both a conventional
igneous history and in terms of an igneous history initiated by meteorite impact,
but the distinctive petrographic and structural effects of meteorite impact would be
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EMPLACEME*qT IN CRATER
FLOOR BELOW BRECCIA LENS
A
i^ PENETRATION OF BRECCIA
LENS TO FORM EXTRUSIVE
LAYERS ABOVE BRECCIA LENS
Figure 10—Schematic cross sections of str-icturesformed by Pmplacement of internally de-
rived magma into large impact craters, according to the mechanism of central subsidence
proposed for the Sudbury structure. In both cases, the magma intrudes preferentially along
the contact between the original crater floor and the breccia lens. The lower figure indi-
cotespossibleformation of extrusive units by penetration of the magmathrough the breccia
lens although suchunits maybe removed by later erosion. Note that both these structures
would appear either as flat lopoliths or as ring-dikes, depending on the level of erosion
Lithologic symbols are the same as those in Figure 1.
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n
found at only a few specific horizons in the structure, chiefly as shock features
produced in inclusions of basement rock in the breccias and in the basement
rocks at the base of the structure.
The recognition of terrestrial structures similar in origin to Sudbury will
chiefly depend on the discovery of shock-metamorphic features in rocks of
presently known structures hitherto regarded as completely internal in origin.
Such possible structures are characterized by an association of intrusive igneous
rocks and apparently pyroclastic flows or volcanic breccias. Two types may be
distinguished:
(1) Relatively wide and shallow bodies of intrusive rock, often layered,
apparently covered by their own extrusive equivalents ("roofed lopoliths").
The Sudbury structure has hitherto been regarded (Wilson, 1956) as such a
structure, and it has often been compared with the Bushveld structure, the
Wichita complex, the Duluth gabbro complex, and others (Wilson, 1956;
Hamilton, 1960a, 1960b). Many of these structures may be completely unrelated
to impact or may no longer show traces of impact origin. However, the ability
of a large meteorite impact to suddenly remove great thicknesses of crust over
large areas indicates that its part in the generation of such structures should
be carefully considered. Even the Skaergaard structure, considered a type
example for gravitative settling of internally -derived magma, appears to have
been emplaced in a short episode involving the sudden removal of several kilo-
meters of overlying crustal rocks, and it has been compared to the Ries crater
in Germany (Wager and Brown, 1967, pp. 20-21, 204-206).
(2) Ring-dikes and cauldron subsidences. The structures shown in Figure
10, could, after relatively deep erosion, appear as ring-dikes around a centrally
subsided block. Numerous structures of this type, in which the ring-dikes are
associated with volcanic breccias and apparently extrusive rocks and with
structural deformation in the basement rocks, are known from the British
Tertiary Province (Richey, 1961; Taubeneck, 1967), from the White Mountain
series of New Hampshire (Noble and Billings, 1967), and from other areas.
Some of the structures in both these groups may, on future detailed ex-
amination, exhibit distinctive shock-metamorphic effects, indicating that they,
like the Sudbury structure, have been initiated by large meteorite impacts.
Definite evidence for such conclusions will tend to be concentrated in two
units: (1) in the "volcanic breccias," as inclusions of melted basement rock without
phenocrysts (Fladen), cored inclusions, and inclusions of basement rock exhibit-
ing petrographic shock effects; (2) in the basement rocks in which the structures
are emplaced, as such features as Sudbury-type breccias, shatter cones, and
petrographic effects of weaker shock metamorphism, if these have not been
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destroyed by conta( • t--nieta ►nior • l)hism produced by the later igneous activity.
In most of these structures, the units of supposedly extrusive volcanic tulfs and
br occias are the most likely and rewarding; place to search for shock-metamor-
phic effects.
The reconnition of this class of compound igneous structures, in which in-
ternal igneous activity is superimposed on a large meteorite crater, has con-
siderable importmice in the increasin,- discussions of lunar gcolog;y which have
developed over the least few years as a result of the information obtained by
loth manned and unnianned space missions. The existence of at least some
large meteorite impacts on the moon is generally accepted, and the theory that
many liinar features are the result of impact-triggered volcanism (Baldv r in, 1949,
1963; Carr, 1964; McCauley, 1967; Mackin, 1969) may go a long; way towards
resolving the present controvery over the impact-or-igneous origin of large
lunar craters. The crater Tsiolkovsky (Figu re 12) (Lowman, 1969, p. 48-49),
with its generally circular shape, slump terracing, central uplift, and filling;
of dark material may prove to be a prototype for such a process acting on the
moon. The demonstration MIA impact can produce volcanism on the lunar sur-
face will have considerahlc implications for the nature and history of the lunar
interior as well, and it may be possible to infer more about the lunar interior
by examining; the origin of some of its surface features that it will be possible
to learn by direct geophysical measurement for some time to come.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Within the past few years. a number of different and seemingly unrelated
areas of research have provided a strong;
 body of evidence to indicate the
importance of meteorite ii.lpact as a geological process. Geological applica-
tions of experimental results on the shock metamorphism of natural materials
have indicated that at least 50 "eryptoexplosion" structures, many of which
have been the subject of long- geological controversy, have originated through
the impact of large meteorites. In one of these structures, Sudbury, Ontario,
an association between large meteorite impact and internally-generated magma
and ore deposits has been dc:llonstrated, raising the possibility that many other
"ignCOUS" struc111 IC S o\Ne their initial development to similar impacts, and
requiring; consideration of the possible relations bet-txeen meteorite impact
and i rnOx!s E)eti-o^enesis.
Tiic procluction of i ;nexus rocks by meteorite impact can occur in two
I)irect melting; of the target rock by meteorite impact. In large craters,
this process aione can produce as much as several hundred cubi c kilometers
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Figure 12—APOLLO 9 photograph of the crater Ts olkovski, about 250 km in diameter, one
of the few isolated area^,ot mare material or. the for side of the moon This circular stric-
ture, with the central uplift and widespread peripheral slumping, is oartially floored by
dark material which may represent internally-derived magma Tsiolkovski is one example
of a lunar structure which may haveformed by a process of combined meteorite impact and
volconi srn analogous to that ,.hich formed the Sudbury structure
:Pi
of melt, which is usually emplaced in and around the orik-ina.l crater as: (a)
isolated melt fragments in the breccia lens; (b) recrystallized melt matrix
of breccias consisting of shock-metamorphosed target rock; (c) discrete layers
of impact malt which resemble sills and which are believed to mark the approx-
imate depth of original meteorite penetration.
(2) Indirect production or channeling of internally-derived magma. Several
effects of large meteorite impacts may promote magma generation and emplace-
ment within the original crater: (a) production of anomalous near-surface heat-
ing as a result of the insulating effect of the breccia lens; (b) production of melt-
ing by sudden pressure release above a region of magma generation; (c) pro-
duction of paths of ascent for subsurface magma by rock fracturing and by the
presence of a natural unconformity between the base of the crater and the
breccia lens. The last two effects appear to be most important, and the
introduction of internal magma into a large crater will be most likely if the
impact occurs on a area exhibiting an unusually high geothermal gradient or
active magma generation at depth at the time of impact.
The sudden unroofing and excavation of material produced by a large
meteorite impact could be equally effective in initiatin g geological processes
not involving magma generation. Such a sudden release of lithostatic pressure
could be effective, for instance, in initiating the rise of salt domes or of
diatremes.
Future studies of the relationships between large meteorite impacts and
igneous structures will involve several problems:
(1) Detection of other igneous structures related to meteorite impact.
The existence of shock-metamorphic effects in rocks and minerals as unique
indicators of ancient meteorite impacts provides present means by which the
impact origin of other igneous structures hitherto regarded as internal in
origin can be recognized. New studies of igneous structures in which lopolithic
bodies or ring dikes are associated with supposedly extrusive rocks should
be undertaken to detect shock-metamorphic features in the associated breccias
or in the basement rocks in which the structures occur. The Sudbury structure
is broadly similar to so many other igneous structures that it seems unlikely
that its impact origin is unique.
(2) Geophysical effects of meteorite impacts. An extraterrestrial process
which can release on the surface of the earth in a few minutes, a hundred or
a thousand timer, more energy than the earth itself releases in a year, can be
expecte a to have geophysical effects beyond the simple formation of a crater.
One such effect, the localization of internally-generated magma, seems well
39
established in the case of the Sudbury structure. Other such effects, such as
the growth of continental nuclei through meteorite impact (Donn et al., 191;5;
Salisbury and Ronca, 1966) need to be considered in snore detail, now that the
c ase for the occurence of large meteorite impacts on the earth has been satis-
f:wto ri l y established.
(:3) Distinction between ordinary and impact-induced maZmas. Deep
erosion of an impact-produced igneous structure will remove all traces of
shock metamorphism produced by the impact event. Any recognition of the
impact origin of such a structure will have to be based on a study of the
internally-derived igneous rocks themselves. The conditions of production
and emplacement of magma as a result of meteorite impact will involve sudden
unloading; and pressure drops, superheated and perhaps disequilibrium melting,
and rapid migration and emplacement. Such conditions might produce a magma
of distinctively unusual composition or character which would itself indicate a
meteorite impact origin. It should be remembered that the unusual character
of the Sudbury Irruptive in comparison with other lopolithic bodies was com-
mented upon long before the impact origin of the Sudbury structure itself was
seriousl y considered.
The new importance of meteorite impact in geology is only one example of
the changes that have been produced as geology has broadened and swung out-
ward to become astrogeology or planetology. It is likely that past or present
extraterrestrial agencies will be found to have the same importance in other
areas of geology as they have been shown to have in structural geology and
igneous petrogenesis. One might speak of the geological effects of ,neteorite
impact as the "New Catastrophism," by which large complicated geological
structures can be produced in a few minutes by a mechanism which, although
it seems catastrophic on the large scale, is possibly more Uniformitarian
than many terrestrial processes (French, 1968a, p. 7-8).
It remains to be seen whether the catastrophic effects of large meteorite
impacts have importance for the earth beyond the production of individual and
unrelated structures. It has been suggested that certain unusual igneous
changes, apparently restricted to certain times, such as the "anorthosite
event" (Herz, 1969) may have been related to extraterrestrial processes such
as large meteorite impacts or to the proposed earth-moon separation. The
resolation of such questions is still far in the future, but it is reasonablE! to
believe that we have only begun to realize how much of the earth's history
remains to be discovered by considering its relations with the rest of the
solar system of which it has been so long a member.
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